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Research profile
My main interest is in global analysis and the theory of automorphic forms. Global analysis is
concerned with the study of geometric differential operators on manifolds. The investigation of
solutions of partial differential equations of geometric origin is the source of important connections between geometry, topology and analysis. I am especially interested in harmonic analysis
on locally symmetric spaces and the theory of automorphic forms. The Arthur-Selberg trace

formula is one of the most important tools in the theory of automorphic forms.
In joint work with T. Finis and E. Lapid I have used the trace formula to study the asymptotic
distribution of automorphic forms for GL(n). This includes the Weyl law and the limit multiplicity
problem. A crucial input is the refined spectral side of the trace formula, which was established
in joint work with T. Finis and E. Lapid. A very challenging problem is to extend these results
to other classical groups. Among other things, this requires detailed knowledge of the analytic
properties of the L-functions occurring on the spectral side of the trace formula. To this end
one can use Arthur’s work on the endoscopic classification of automorphic representations of
symplectic and orthogonal groups to relate the L-functions to L-functions for GL(n).
Another key topic of my research in recent years has been the study of analytic torsion of
compact locally symmetric manifolds. Analytic torsion is a sophisticated spectral invariant of a
compact Riemannian manifold and a flat bundle over this manifold. A basic problem is the approximation of L2 -torsion by the analytic torsion of finite coverings in a tower. This is a special
case of the kind of problems studied to a great extent by W. Lück. Bergeron and Venkatesh
used this to study the torsion in the cohomology of co-compact arithmetic groups if the level is
increased. J. Pfaff and I studied the same problem if the arithmetic group is fixed and the local
system varies.
Many arithmetic groups are not co-compact and the long-term goal is to extend these results
to the finite volume case. The main tool is again the trace formula. Its application leads to
problems related to the refined spectral side and the study of weighted orbital integrals, which
appear on the geometric side of the trace formula.
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Research Area A The focus of my research in this area is on the study of the spectrum of
geometric differential operators on manifolds and the relation to geometry. Of particular interest
are classes of non-compact Riemannian manifolds with special structures at infinity such as
manifolds with singularities and locally symmetric spaces of finite volume. In the non-compact
case it is important to determine the structure of the continuous spectrum. The main tool is
scattering theory.
In [12], we developed scattering theory for Laplace operators on manifolds of bounded curvature. In [9], we have studied scattering theory for differential forms on manifolds with cylindrical
ends.
In particular, we have given a cohomological interpretation of the Eisenbud-Wigner time delay
operator. In [8], I have extended the Selberg trace formula to non-unitary representations of the
fundamental group. This has applications to dynamical zeta functions.
Research Area DE
In joint work with T. Finis and E. Lapid [3], we settled the limit multiplicity problem for the groups
GL(n) and SL(n). In [6] I studied with S. Marshall the growth of the torsion subgroup in the cohomology of a compact arithmetic hyperbolic 3-manifold. With J. Pfaff [4] we extended this partially to other compact arithmetic locally symmetric manifolds. With J. Matz we have introduced
the analytic torsion for congruence quotients of SL(n, R)/SO(n) and studied the approximation
of the L2 -torsion.
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